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By Archbold, Rick, and Moore, Christopher R (Foreword by)

Doubleday Canada Ltd, 2000. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. 1st Edition.
Book Description: In this beautifully illustrated book, fifteen of the most compelling episodes in
Canada's past are presented, each by a young narrator who witnessed history being made. Using a
key photograph as the starting point for each chapter, the individual narrators lead the reader
through an exploration of a particular moment in Canadian history, explaining the photograph
and chronicling the events of the decade in which it occurred. Each section also contains 10 to 15
additional captioned images, which help the reader envision the past and enhance his or her
experience of the events. Parents, children and teachers will all benefit from this exciting true story
of Canada's past, which promises to become an essential component of every home and school
library. From the Back Cover "A splendid collection of rare photographs artfully selected and
captioned.Past and future collide constantly which gives Canada: Our Century enormous energy. "
¾Martin Levin, The Globe and Mail "Mark Kingwell and Christopher Moore are to be congratulated
for avoiding clichés in their choice of old news photographs and for thier telling cutlines. "
¾Mordecai Richler, Saturday Night "Canada: Our Centry...
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It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i recommended
this pdf to find out.
-- Gunner  La ng-- Gunner  La ng

This ebook may be worth a go through, and superior to other. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Da m ien Schuster  PhD-- Pr of . Da m ien Schuster  PhD
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